
  

FAMILIES TRANSFORMED 
(care givers) 

 

 

MINDS TRANSFORMED 
(those struggling with    

emotional or mental issues)  

9/8 

 

"You are not the hero" taking good "You are not the hero" taking good "You are not the hero" taking good "You are not the hero" taking good 

care of yourself is important too care of yourself is important too care of yourself is important too care of yourself is important too     

"Managing Stressors""Managing Stressors""Managing Stressors""Managing Stressors"----using positive using positive using positive using positive 

strategies not negative strategies not negative strategies not negative strategies not negative     

9/22 "Cycles and triggers" There are going "Cycles and triggers" There are going "Cycles and triggers" There are going "Cycles and triggers" There are going 

to be stable and difficult timesto be stable and difficult timesto be stable and difficult timesto be stable and difficult times----    

looking for triggers before situation looking for triggers before situation looking for triggers before situation looking for triggers before situation 

worsens worsens worsens worsens     

"Cycles and triggers" There are going "Cycles and triggers" There are going "Cycles and triggers" There are going "Cycles and triggers" There are going 

to be stable and difficult timesto be stable and difficult timesto be stable and difficult timesto be stable and difficult times----    

looking for triggers before situation looking for triggers before situation looking for triggers before situation looking for triggers before situation 

worsens worsens worsens worsens     

10/6 "Life Giving Community""Life Giving Community""Life Giving Community""Life Giving Community"----importance importance importance importance 

of supportive group of believers of supportive group of believers of supportive group of believers of supportive group of believers             

    "Mindful of Grace""Mindful of Grace""Mindful of Grace""Mindful of Grace"----    importance of importance of importance of importance of 

meditations and God's peacemeditations and God's peacemeditations and God's peacemeditations and God's peace    

10/20 "Handling problems""Handling problems""Handling problems""Handling problems"----    seek help, take seek help, take seek help, take seek help, take 
one day at a timeone day at a timeone day at a timeone day at a time    

    "Grieving and Grace""Grieving and Grace""Grieving and Grace""Grieving and Grace"----    grieving is grieving is grieving is grieving is 

unique for each personunique for each personunique for each personunique for each person    

11/3 "Negative and Destructive Behaviors" "Negative and Destructive Behaviors" "Negative and Destructive Behaviors" "Negative and Destructive Behaviors" 

It is result of the mental health issue  It is result of the mental health issue  It is result of the mental health issue  It is result of the mental health issue  

not the personnot the personnot the personnot the person                    

"Life Giving Community" importance "Life Giving Community" importance "Life Giving Community" importance "Life Giving Community" importance 

of supportive group of believers of supportive group of believers of supportive group of believers of supportive group of believers     

11/1711/1711/1711/17    "Boundaries to rebuild" "Boundaries to rebuild" "Boundaries to rebuild" "Boundaries to rebuild" ----we need we need we need we need 

appropriate boundaries for our appropriate boundaries for our appropriate boundaries for our appropriate boundaries for our 

healing healing healing healing     

"Safe and Healthy Relationships""Safe and Healthy Relationships""Safe and Healthy Relationships""Safe and Healthy Relationships"----    God God God God 

desires us to be in safe and healthy desires us to be in safe and healthy desires us to be in safe and healthy desires us to be in safe and healthy 

relationshipsrelationshipsrelationshipsrelationships    

12/112/112/112/1    "Enabling vs Empowering""Enabling vs Empowering""Enabling vs Empowering""Enabling vs Empowering"----    getting getting getting getting 

out of coout of coout of coout of co----dependent relations can dependent relations can dependent relations can dependent relations can 

help our self esteemhelp our self esteemhelp our self esteemhelp our self esteem    

" Its not your fault"" Its not your fault"" Its not your fault"" Its not your fault"----    Learning truth Learning truth Learning truth Learning truth 

helps remove guilt and condemnation helps remove guilt and condemnation helps remove guilt and condemnation helps remove guilt and condemnation     

12/1512/1512/1512/15    "Staying ahead of the Game""Staying ahead of the Game""Staying ahead of the Game""Staying ahead of the Game"----    

proactively looking for signs that proactively looking for signs that proactively looking for signs that proactively looking for signs that 

predict problems predict problems predict problems predict problems     

" Staying resilient"" Staying resilient"" Staying resilient"" Staying resilient"----    reinforce and reinforce and reinforce and reinforce and 

praise signs of resilience praise signs of resilience praise signs of resilience praise signs of resilience     

Fresh Hope 
Schedule and Topics by GroupSchedule and Topics by GroupSchedule and Topics by GroupSchedule and Topics by Group    

Times for Sunday evening is 6:30-8PM.  
Contact Vickie Gayed (260-224-1531)  if you need child care.  


